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Chance - definition of chance by The Free Dictionary chance (chÄƒns) n. 1. a. The unknown and unpredictable element in happenings that seems to have no
assignable cause. b. A force assumed to cause events that cannot be. Chance (TV Series 2016â€“2017) - IMDb Modern day noir story about Psychiatrist Eldon
Chance, who's in a rut. He's middle-aged, his wife wants a divorce, which might put a strain on his relationship with. A Chance - Wikipedia A Chance. "A Chance" is
a song written by Dean Dillon and Royce Porter, and recorded by American country music artist Kenny Chesney.

"a" chance to vs "the" chance to | WordReference Forums Hello, Normally I say "I had a chance to do something" and Google results supports me, but how can I
explain to someone why it's "a chance" and not. Chance | Define Chance at Dictionary.com by chance, without plan or intent; accidentally: I met her again by chance
in a department store in Paris. on the chance, in the mild hope or against the possibility: I'll wait on the chance that she'll come. on the off chance, in the very slight
hope or against the very slight possibility. The Chance Theater - Official Site Upcoming events for The Chance Theater. Find out who's playing, when, and where.
Get tickets or more info about featured events.

chance | Definition of chance in English by Oxford ... Definition of chance - a possibility of something happening, the occurrence of events in the absence of any
obvious intention or cause. By chance - definition of by chance by The Free Dictionary Chance stresses lack of intention or premeditation: a chance meeting with a
friend. Random implies the absence of a specific pattern or objective: at the mercy of random events. Casual stresses the indiscriminate or unpredictable nature of
chance events: "the casual mutation of one of your liver cells from normal to cancerous" (John Barth. The Chances - Wikipedia The Chances is a Jacobean era stage
play, a comedy written by John Fletcher. It was one of Fletcher's great popular successes, "frequently performed and reprinted in the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries.
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